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SEO ESSENTIALS

HOW TO GET BETTER
SEO RESULTS
Search Engine Optimization, or SEO, is the practice of
doing things that make Google happy with your website.
This is done in hopes that Google will reward your website
with a high ranking in their organic search results.
However, for businesses neglecting their SEO, or worse,
those that are still using tactics from the “old days,”
Google penalizes them with lower rankings. This means
that the only way they can be found on Google is through
pay-per-click ads, which can be extremely costly if it’s
your only way of generating traffic to your website. On
the other hand, you can get found at the top of Google
search results by simply doing SEO the right way.
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THIS EBOOK WILL EXPLAIN 5 WAYS TO ENHANCE YOUR SEO,
so that you get rewarded with more cost-free, organic traffic from search engines.
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1
Link Building

IN THE “OLD DAYS,” BUSINESSES WOULD HIRE MARKETING
AGENCIES TO GET AS MANY BACKLINKS TO THEIR SITE AS POSSIBLE
Backlinks are links from other sites that point to your
website. In theory, this seems like a great way to get
your website seen in as many places as possible, thus
increasing your chances of getting clicks to your website,
right?
Not so fast. When Google’s algorithm used to be set to
reward websites for having vast quantities of backlinks,
their logic was that “more equals better.” They mistakenly
made the assumption that more backlinks meant that a
website had more authority. Therefore, they gave those
sites high rankings so web users could find them more
easily.
What they grossly underestimated was how quickly this
logic could be taken advantage of. Marketers started
creating tons of fake websites so that they could create a
network of topically-relevant websites that back-linked to
their clients’ websites. At first, this tactic worked great.
Until it didn’t.
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Google soon caught on, and they changed
their algorithm to only reward backlinks
that come from quality websites. A quality
website today means one that is ranked
highly on Google and has also met a list
of requirements validating that they
are reputable, valuable sources of rich
information.
The bottom line is that by today’s Google
standards, a few high quality backlinks are
far more helpful to your SEO and keyword
rankings than a lot of low quality ones. And
backlinks come when you generate high
quality content such as blog posts, web
pages, targeted landing pages, and product/
service pages.
If your content is superb, then your backlinks
will be more relevant and sites with excellent
reputations will gladly link back to you. And
this is the exact scenario that Google wants
to see when it comes to backlinks.
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Having a Secure Website

IF YOU HAVE A BUSINESS THAT TAKES PERSONAL INFORMATION
FROM WEB USERS, THEN THIS MESSAGE IS FOR YOU

YOU NEED A SECURE WEBSITE
Your web hosting company or your web developer can help you
turn your site into a secured website, where a URL format of “http”
is changed into an “https” to comply with Google’s most recent
algorithm. This is achieved by purchasing and installing a Secure
Socket Layer (SSL) certificate from your hosting services which
nowadays is rather inexpensive.
Sites that take personal information, credit cards, or other inquiries
must have a secure website in order to protect their users from
hacking, or breaches of private information. We’ve all heard of
(or been a victim of) security breaches where email addresses,
birthdates, or worse have been accessed by hackers and sold on the
market.
These events led Google to conclude that websites that take in this
type of information should have protective measures in place for
their users. If a website doesn’t protect users, Google will not reward
them with higher rankings that push more visitors to their site.
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Additionally, Google Chrome now warns
users that they are about to enter an
unsecure website and this can turn people
away from that site faster than the blink
of an eye. And by the way, if users are
“bouncing” off your website quickly and
frequently, this further hurts your SEO and
keyword rankings.
So, if you need to have a secure website
that encrypts user’s information by using
a secured connection, then it’s highly
advisable to update your website with a
SSL certificate.
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SEO is Not the End All
Be All of Success

RANKING #1 FOR ALL OF THE BEST KEYWORDS AND PHRASES
DOESN’T NECESSARILY MEAN THAT YOU WILL GET MORE SALES
The first consideration should be given to your website’s design
and navigation so make sure that your website is designed by a
professional. When selecting a design or template, be sure that
you select one for its welcoming, easy-to-navigate functionality.
You will lose visitors in record time if you have an unattractive,
outdated, or disorganized website.
If success is measured by sales then having high ranking
keywords or even having lots of traffic are not that important.
Instead, conversion rate to measure visitors to buyers is the key
parameter to keep a close eye on. For example, let’s say your
traffic is lower than some of your “big shot” competitors, but
you’re converting more visitors into buyers. In this case, then
that is the straightforward definition of success.
In order to be successful, your marketing strategy should
encompass more than just one form of digital marketing, that is,
just having an SEO campaign. Other forms of digital marketing
components that help with ranking your website higher include
blog posts, social media posts and engagement, content
marketing and more.
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Technical and
On-Page SEO

TRADITIONALLY, SEO EFFORTS HAVE MAINLY FOCUSED ON
BUILDING BACKLINKS TO A WEBSITE
It used to be that the more links you had pointing to your website,
the higher your website appeared in search results of Google,
Yahoo, Altavista, AOL and others alike.
Over the years, Google evolved to become the most powerful
search engine and as a result, they started to implement new
ranking factors to give their users the best results possible.
Google started to give more importance to a website that was
well optimized for users and search bots. Optimization came in
the form of Technical SEO and On-Page SEO, where the emphasis
was placed on fixing page or website errors that are typically not
visible to the average user.
Google realized that websites that were better optimized were
providing a better user experience to their visitors, therefore, it
started to reward some of these sites with higher search results
for targeted keywords. Having a better design also meant that
the users were more likely to interact with a website, thus helping
with better conversion rates. Having a well-optimized website is a
win-win for the user as well as for the website owner.
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OVER THE YEARS, SOME SEO COMPONENTS HAVE CHANGED WHILE
OTHERS HAVE REMAINED THE SAME

AUTHORITATIVENESS

For instance, Technical, On-Page, and OffPage SEO are still the bread and butter of
any SEO campaign, however, in more recent
years a lot more emphasis has been placed
on websites that are considered to be
higher in “Expertise, Authoritativeness and
Trustworthiness” or “E.A.T.”. No longer will
a website that has more backlinks but less
relevant content will outrank a perfectly
optimized website with great content, thus
the practice of building and managing an
E.A.T. website has become the norm.

TRUSTWORTHINESS

Because of the direction in which Google
and other search engines are moving, a
lot of importance is still placed on relevant
and authoritative content. Continue to put
out informative and useful information that
users want to consume, and your website
will perform better on search engines.

EXPERTISE
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5
Online Reviews &
Local Listings Matter

Reviews and local listings (e.g. Google My Business) count for a lot
when it comes to your local SEO and keyword rankings. Google is
now looking at a business’ reputation with their customers as part
of their algorithm calculations for rankings.

LOCAL SEO IS CRUCIAL FOR LOCAL BRICK AND MORTARS
TO GET FOUND BY LOCAL PEOPLE SEARCHING FOR
PRODUCTS AND SERVICES
This applies to medical/dental practices, restaurants, and retail
stores alike. Any local business needs to have a local profile on
Google My Business as well as several other high-profile SEOboosting review sites.
Make sure that you work with an agency that can get your local
profiles and listings setup and regularly updated with photos/
videos, posts, and fresh reviews. The healthier and more active
your local business profiles are, the more business you’ll see
coming through your doors.
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SOME BONUS TIPS FOR BETTER SEO
Here are additional pointers on how you can enhance your SEO results:

1. Make sure your site is optimized for mobile
users.
2. Do keyword research before optimizing
your site’s titles and descriptions.
3. Monitor your Google Analytics account
and review your bounce rate, page loading
time, exit pages, and time on site (among
many other crucial bits of data).
4. Provide alt text (description) for every
image on your website.
5. Regularly publish videos on YouTube and
other social media sites and embed your
videos on your website.
6. Add fresh content to your website by
posting blogs regularly.
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EXPERT

SEO
FOR YOUR
BUSINESS

No matter what type of business you have, SEO should be a part of your digital
marketing strategy. When it comes Search Engine Optimization services,
experience in knowing how search engines find you is what really counts. Our team
at Digital Standout has years of real-world experience providing successful SEO
results to an array of clients across dozens of industries.
Google is looking for honest-to-goodness businesses that delight their web users
and customers with a quality experience. Digital Standout can help you achieve this
with our tried and true SEO services that take the big picture into consideration.
CALL 747-226-0727 EMAIL info@digitalstandout.com

